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Memo from the president

FROM THE DESK OF
THE PRESIDENT
CanCham Bangladesh is very much privileged to release the XIII issue of
“CanCham Review, July-August, 2018”.
The vision of CanCham Bangladesh is to accelerate the economic prosperity
of both Bangladesh and Canada through promotion of trade and investment
between the two countries. According to World Bank and IMF, Bangladesh today
is the 44th largest economy in the world with a gross national per capita income
(FY) of US$1610 at current price (2017) which makes it a developing Country.
The Revenue GDP ratio increased from 10.9% to 14.1% in FY 2016 -2017. With
an impressive growth of GDP around 6% over the last decade and more than 7%
since FY 2015 – 16, our economy is moving forward to a new growth trajectory
to uplift it into a developing country. Steady agricultural production, increased
export earnings, healthy remittances, growing foreign exchange reserve (US$ 32
billion in 2017), a dynamic private sector and vibrant domestic demand all have
been contributing to the continued growth in the Economy.
Bangladesh has been marching ahead against odds. The middle class consumer
has been expanding quickly creating a robust and attractive market. A research
of Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies (BIDS) showed that by 2025
one-fourth population of Bangladesh will be in the middle income category which
was 20 percent in 2015. PricewaterhouseCoopers, one of the world’s largest
professional – services firms has recently predicted that Bangladesh would be
the 28th Most Powerful Economy of the World with a GDP of US $ 1.32 trillion
by 2030. In order to materialize this prediction, the country has to accelerate its
development activities by fast tracking it into a higher investment trajectory by
exploiting the potentials of its large low cost comparative advantage and rapidly
expanding market.
CanCham Bangladesh considers that with the rapid advancement of China and
South East Asian countries, their capacity for low cost production competitiveness
will diminish which will create opportunity for Bangladesh and put it in an ideal
position as the next investment destination. It was recently estimated by the
Planning Commission of Bangladesh that the economy needs, additional Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) of about US $ 7 billion annually over the next thirteen
years to achieve the UN mandated Sustainable Development Goals (SDG).
With a view to exploiting the existing opportunity, the Government must remove
infrastructure bottlenecks, cut import cost of raw materials for exporters and use
the unemployed and underemployed manpower. Bangladesh has once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to achieve double digit growth and create millions of job a year
by transforming the economy. If it fails to act sooner it will miss the train. Other
competitors like Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar will exploit the markets which
China will leave.
In order to give a big push for expansion of trade and investment cooperation
between Bangladesh and foreign countries, particularly with Canada, CanCham
Bangladesh organized its 3rd Joint Chambers Meet-Up on 8 October 2017 in
Dhaka in association with Bangladesh Investment Development Authority (BIDA)
in which Kazi Aminul Islam, executive chairman, BIDA was the chief guest.
In the CanCham Joint Chambers’ Meet-Up, we have urged upon the Bangladesh
Government to take necessary steps in the following areas, among others, to
attract foreign investments including those of Canada:
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(i) One Stop Service of BIDA should be
made a full fledged web-based system,
with more authority to give permission
from a single window, (ii) Establish
Special
Economic
Zones
(SEZ)
expeditiously, (iii) Implement medium
and long term plans of energy sector
with emphasis on renewable energy,
(iv) Ensure uninterrupted supply of
power to industries, (v) Create Angels’
Fund for new entrepreneurs and Startup Stock Exchange, (vi) Remove missmatch between skills demanded and
skill supplied by opening technical
schools in all Upazillas of Bangladesh;
(vii) give more allocation for skill
development, especially in ICT areas.
(Viii) Connect whole Bangladesh with
Broadband Internet to materialize
the dream of Digital Bangladesh, (ix)
Mitigate traffic jam in Dhaka, which
eats up 3.2 million working hours per
day and cost the economy billions of
dollars every year (World Bank), (x)
Establish connectivity by air, road and
railways throughout the country with
state-of-the-art airport, deep sea port
and super highways, (xi) Tranform
structural features of our cities and
tourist spots like Singapore, Dubai
and Kuala Lumpur and (xii) Over and
above, Dhaka should be made more
livable and loveable by appropriate
urban planning, investment and
management so as to attract FDI
and accommodate rapidly growing
population which is expected to double
to 35 million by 2035. The steps taken
sooner the better.

Masud Rahman
President, CanCham Bangladesh

Cover Story

4th Showcase Canada 2018
(Trade and Education Fair):
A Brief Review
A two day long Showcase Canada 2018 (Trade and Education Fair)

Commerce Minister Tofail Ahmed

was held on 6-7 May, 2018 at the International Convention City

MP, while inaugurating the 4th

Bashundhara, Dhaka. This was the 4th such fair, organized by CanCham

Showcase Canada 2018 (Trade

Bangladesh. The event was supported by the High Commission for

and Education Fair) lauded the

Canada to Bangladesh. A number of Canadian Universities and Colleges

growth of bilateral trade between

set up their booths and participated in the fair. In addition, a number

Canada and Bangladesh which

of local universities and colleges, Bangladesh Investment Development

has reached to C $ 2.5 billion in

Authority (BIDA), and trading and manufacturing companies participated

2017. He also expressed hope

in the fair.

that by 2021, during the 50th
Anniversary of Bangladesh, the

Hon’ble Minister of Commerce, Tofail Ahmed, MP; David Hartman, Director

two-way trade would be C $ 3

General for South Asia, Global Affairs Canada; Benoit Préfontaine, High

billion. He also appreciated that

Commissioner of Canada to Bangladesh; President, Vice President and

the trade balance is in favor of

Directors of CanCham Bangladesh, among the dignitaries, were present

Bangladesh, thanks to “duty free

in the Inaugural Ceremony.

market access” granted by Canada

Commerce Minister Tofail Ahmed speaks at the Inaugural Ceremony of the “Showcase Canada 2018
(Trade and Education Fair)” at ICCB, Dhaka on 6th May, 2018.
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Cover Story
to Bangladesh. He further indicated that Bangladesh would organize a

among other items. He added

“Showcase Bangladesh”, a single country exhibition in Canada.

that Canada is also a supplier of
fixed wing aircraft and helicopter,

During the inaugural session, in the speech of President CanCham

adding that Canada wants to

Bangladesh, Masud Rahman, it was stated that Bangladesh might form

collaborate in areas such as airline

a “Blue Ribbon Panel” to explore possibilities of expanding bilateral

safety and aircraft certification

trade and investment, adding that signing up of a “Bilateral Investment

to

Treaty” would go a long way to increase flow of Foreign Direct Investment

competitive aviation industries.

(FDI) from Canada to Bangladesh. He also thanked all participants and

He finally thanked the organizers,

exhibitors for their trust in CanCham Bangladesh and their participation.

exhibitors, sponsors and officials
of

ensure

safe,

CanCham

efficient

Bangladesh,

and

and

David Hartmen, DG for South Asia, Global Affairs Canada stated that

all who contributed to make the

the event was an important marker of the growing strength of the trade

event happen.

relationship between Canada and Bangladesh and ongoing transformation
in bilateral relations. He further mentioned that Canada offers duty free

The

Showcase

market access to almost all products of Bangladesh which has created

was

attended

a tremendous opportunity for Bangladeshi businesses to trade with the

and business organizations from

11th largest economy in the world adding that Bangladesh is one of

home and abroad. Large number

the 25 countries supported by the Trade Facilitation

Office (TFO) of

of visitors and students visited

Canada. He also underlined the importance of a healthy, educated and

the Fair. It is expected that the

skilled work force for Bangladeshi businesses to move up the value

fair

chain. He further mentioned that export of Bangladesh to Canada was

Bangladesh-Canada

over C $1.6 billion while exports from Canada was C $720 million.

relations

Major exports of Canada to Bangladesh are wheat , Lentils, potash

strength.

would

Canada
by

educational

contribute
from

2018

to

take

bilateral
strength

to

fertilizer, oil seeds and other agri-food products as well as secondary
hot and cold rolled steel, telecommunications and energy equipment,

H. E. David Hartman, DG for South Asia, Global Affairs Canada speaking during Inaugural Ceremony of Showcase Canada
2018 (Trade and Education Fair)
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The Daily Star
12:00 AM, May 07, 2018 / LAST MODIFIED: 01:07 AM, May 07, 2018

Trade with Canada to cross $3b by 2021: Tofail

the government’s 100 special
economic zones that are under
construction now.
Canada has been a development
partner of Bangladesh for the
last 45 years, providing CAD 4
billion worth of assistance, said
David Hartman, director general
of Global Affairs Canada.
“Canada recognises the essential
role of the private sector, and
that is why at this stage in our
relationship, Canada’s core goal
in Bangladesh is to build the
underlying conditions necessary
for
the
advancement
of
prosperity in both our countries.”
Bangladesh is one of the only
25 nations for which the Trade
Facilitation Office Canada has
been working to strengthen its
export capacity.

Tofail Ahmed, commerce minister; David Hartman, director general for Global
Affairs Canada; Masud Rahman, president CanCham Bangladesh, and Benoit
Prefontaine, Canadian high commissioner to Bangladesh, open a two-day trade
and education fair—Showcase Canada 2018—at International Convention City
Bashundhara in Dhaka yesterday. Photo: Star

Star Business Report
Bilateral trade with Canada will cross $3 billion by the end of 2021,
driven by rising demand for Bangladeshi garment items in the North
American nation, said Commerce Minister Tofail Ahmed yesterday.
In 2017, the amount stood at $1.7 billion.
At present, the balance of trade between the two countries is heavily
tilted towards Bangladesh as Canada is one of the largest export
destinations for Bangladesh’s apparel items.
Furthermore, the North American nation allows duty-free access to
goods from Bangladesh.
Of the total exports to Canada, more than 95 percent are clothing
items.
But to lower the dependency on garment, the government has taken
some special measures to boost the shipment of leather goods, jute
products, frozen foods and software products to Canada, Ahmed said.
The minister’s comments came at the inauguration of the two-day
trade and education fair titled ‘Showcase Canada 2018’, held at the
International Convention City, Bashundhara in Dhaka.
The event was organised by the Canadian Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (CanCham), Bangladesh in collaboration with the Canadian
High Commission in Bangladesh.
A total of 33 companies and educational institutions from both
Bangladesh and Canada are showcasing their products and services at
the fair, which ends today.
The minister also invited Canadian businessmen to invest in any of
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Canada exports goods such as
wheat, lentils, potash fertiliser,
oilseeds, hot and cold rolled steel,
telecommunications and energy
equipment to Bangladesh.
In addition, Canada is a major
supplier of fixed wing aircrafts
and helicopter in this market,
Hartman said.
“Besides trade, Canada wants
to collaborate in areas such
as airline safety and aircraft
certification and ensure that our
countries have safe, efficient and
competitive aviation industries,”
he added.
Considering the growing two-way
trade and Canadian investment
in Bangladesh, the government
should form a ‘blue ribbon panel’,
a special body for facilitating
investment from the North
American nation, said Masud
Rahman, CanCham president.
The signing of a bilateral
investment
treaty
between
Bangladesh and Canada will
help attract more foreign direct
investment from the North
American nation, he added.
Courtesy: The Daily Star
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$3 billion in exports from Bangladesh to
Canada by 2021
Md Nahian
• Published at 10:44 pm May 6th, 2018

Commerce Minister Tofail Ahmed on Sunday said Bangladesh’s
exports to Canada will reach $3 billion by 2021. “If the present trade
facilities offered by the Canadian government remain unchanged,
Bangladesh’s exports to Canada will reach $3 billion by 2021,” said the
minister. Bangladesh enjoys duty free access to Canadian markets.
“In enlarging trade volume in the Canadian market, we are planning
to showcase our products - especially leather and diversified jute
products as there is a huge opportunity for growth,” said Tofail at the
4th Showcase Canada 2018 (Trade and Education Fair) on Sunday.
The event has been organized by the Canada Bangladesh Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (CanCham Bangladesh) and supported by the
High Commission of Canada, Bangladesh. Tofail Ahmed, inaugurated
the event as chief guest. “Last year Bangladesh’s exports to Canada
were worth $1.1 billion, while imports from Canada were worth $600
million,” said Tofail Ahmed. “As a private sector trade promotion
organization, CanCham Bangladesh’s mandate is to facilitate trade
and investment between Canada and Bangladesh. Canada is a
leading as well as growing trading partner of Bangladesh, providing
export opportunities. Bangladesh needs to diversify its export basket
for Canada as we have duty-free market access there,” said Masud
Rahman, President, Canada Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (CanCham Bangladesh). Bangladesh and Canada may form
a “Blue Ribbon Panel” to explore possibilities of expanding trade and
investment. The signing of a “Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT)”
between the two countries would also go a long way towards increasing
foreign direct investment from Canada to Bangladesh. This may be
taken into consideration by the governments of both countries,” he
added. High Commissioner of Canada to Bangladesh Benoit Préfontaine
said: “We have good diplomatic relations with Bangladesh. Showcase
Canada 2018 will facilitate people to people links, thus promoting
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trade and investment. We have a
plan to arrange exhibitions
in Canada too. “Canada is a
bilingual country of almost 37
million people, with both French
and English as official languages.
Canada is offering education
in both languages. I hope that
the fair will usher in a new era
of bilateral cooperation between
Canada and Bangladesh,” he
added. “Sustainable economic
growth, health, and education
are the three areas Canada’s
government wants to work on in
Bangladesh. Besides, we are also
working with the government
of Bangladesh to strengthen
garment worker safety in the
country.
Canada
wants
to
expand in the services sector
in Bangladesh, such as aircraft
safety,” said Keith O’Brien, first
secretary Immigration Refugees
and Citizenship Canada, High
Commission
of
Canada
in
Singapore. Quazi Gulam Farhad,
trade cfficer, High Commission
of Canada, Sonia Takkar, India
representative,
Canadore
College, Zeeshan Khan, team
Lead-India International Student
Recruitment, Durham College,
Pranav Rathi senior advisor, India
International Centre, Fanshawe
College, Dylam Hoemsen, North
America Student Recruitment
director, South Asia, Navitas,
Adrian Ting, regional manager,
Recruitment, Southeast Asia, and
Shweta Sharma, International
Liason officer for South and
Southeast Asia were present
at the inaugural session. Dutch
Bangla Bank Limited, Etihad
Airways, Jamuna Bank Limited,
and Flora Telecom are the
sponsors of the event.
Courtesy: Dhaka Tribune
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Bangladesh-Canada trade to exceed $3b
by 2021: Tofail
Staff Correspondent
Published: 00:05, May 07,2018 | Updated: 00:32, May 07,2018

17 educational institutions (Canadian
University and college) have been
providing
necessary
information
through one to one meeting and
education season.
He said that Bangladesh and Canada
had a long and established relationship
and the showcase would bring a new
dimension to the already established
strong trade relationship between the
two countries.
Although the development assistance
remained a large part of the CanadaBangladesh relationship, trade is
becoming more and more important
every year, David Hartman, director
general for South Asia of Global Affairs
Canada, said.

Commerce minister Tofail Ahmed looks at socks at a stall at a two-day trade and
education fair ‘Showcase Canada 2018’ organised by the Canada Bangladesh
Chamber of Commerce and Industry with the support of the high commission
of Canada in Bangladesh, at the International Convention City, Bashundhara in
Dhaka on Sunday. — New Age photo

Commerce minister Tofail Ahmed on Sunday expressed his hoped that
bilateral trade between Bangladesh and Canada would exceed $3 billion by
2021 as the government took special initiative to increase export of lather and
leatherwoods, jute products, frozen food and software to the country.
The minister called upon Canadian investors to invest in special economic
zones, assuring that government would provide special benefits to the foreign
investors in setting up manufacturing units in proposed SEZs.
Tofail made the call while inaugurating Showcase Canada 2018, a two-day
trade and education at International Convention City, Bashundhara in the
capital organised by Canada Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce and Industry
under the support of the High Commission of Canada to Bangladesh.
Commerce minister said that Bangladesh was enjoying duty-free market
access to Canada and country’s (Bangladesh) export to Canada amounted
to $1.1 billion in the financial year 2016-17 while the import was about $600
million in the period.
He said that the showcase would work as catalyst to strengthen bilateral
relationship between the people of the two countries in the area of trade and
education.
Canadian high commissioner Benoit Prefontaine hoped that Bangladeshi students
would be highly benefited from the showcase as the representatives of at least
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He said that Canada was helping
Bangladesh
strengthen
the
environment for business and focused
on three sectors including sustainable
economic
growth,
health
and
education.
Citing the investment of world’s
largest Canadian label manufacturing
company Checkpoint in Bangladesh,
Hartman said, ‘I would like to
encourage other Canadian companies
to follow their footsteps in this market’.
CanCham Bangladesh president Masud
Rahman proposed formation of ‘Blue
Ribbon Panel’ to explore possibilities
of expanding trade and investment
between the two countries.
He also urged the government of the
two countries for signing a bilateral
investment treaty to increase foreign
direct investment from Canada in
Bangladesh.
A total of 33 entities including
Canadian educational institutes,
Bangladeshi educational institutes
and trading and manufacturing
companies took part in the fair.
Courtesy: New Age
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†mvgevi, 7 †g 2018, 24 ˆekvL 1425

XvKvq Ô†kv‡Km KvbvWvÕ
Ô†kv‡Km KvbvWv-2018Õ bv‡g MZKvj †iveevi ivRavbxi B›Uvib¨vkbvj Kb‡fbkb wmwU
emyÜivq `yB w`be¨vwc evwYR¨ I wkÿv †gjv ïiæ n‡q‡Q| evwYR¨gš¿x †Zvdv‡qj Avn‡g`
MZKvj G †gjvi D‡Øvab K‡ib| KvbvWv-evsjv‡`k †P¤^vi Ae Kgvm© A¨vÛ BÛvw÷ª
(wmwewmwmAvB) Ges XvKvq KvbvWv nvBKwgkb †gjvi †hŠ_ Av‡qvRK| evwYR¨ gš¿bvjq
GK weÁwß‡Z G Z_¨ Rvbvq|

w`‡”Q| PvgovRvZ cY¨, cvURvZ cY¨,
wngvwqZ Lv`¨, mdUIq¨vi I Z_¨cÖhyw³
†mev KvbvWvq ißvwb Ki‡Z we‡kl D‡`¨vM
†bIqv n‡q‡Q| G‡Z KvbvWvq evsjv‡`‡ki
ißvwb evo‡e|

weÁwß‡Z ejv nq, evsjv‡`k MZ eQi KvbvWvq 110 †KvwU gvwK©b Wjvi mgg~‡j¨i cY¨
ißvwb K‡i‡Q, GKB eQi Avg`vwb K‡i‡Q 60 †KvwU Wjv‡ii cY¨ - G Z_¨ Rvwb‡q
evwYR¨gš¿x Avkvev` cÖKvk K‡ib †h 2021 mv‡j KvbvWvi m‡½ evsjv‡`‡ki evwYR¨ 300
†KvwU Wjvi Qvwo‡q hv‡e|

Abyôv‡b XvKvq wbhy³ KvbvWvi ivóª`~Z
†e‡bv‡qU wcÖdb‡UBb I wmwewmwmAvB‡qi
mnmfvcwZ †gv: Kvgvj DwÏb e³e¨ †`b|
D‡Øva‡bi ci evwYR¨gš¿x †gjvi wewfbœ
÷j Ny‡i †`‡Lb| AvR †mvgevi †gjvi
†kl w`b| †gjvq 33wU cÖwZôvb Ask
wb‡q‡Q| weÁwß

†Zvdv‡qj Avn‡g` e‡jb, KvbvWv 2003 mvj †_‡K evsjv‡`k‡K ïégy³ evwYR¨ myweav

†mŠRb¨: cÖ_g Av‡j

g½jevi, 8 †g 2018, 25 ˆekvL 1425

AvBwmwmwe‡Z †kv‡Km KvbvWv 2018

†`kwU‡Z D”Pwkÿvq AvMÖnx Zviæ‡Y¨i wfo, D”Q¡vm
Gg mv‡qg wUcy
KvbvWvi wek¦we`¨vq¸‡jv‡Z evsjv‡`‡ki wkÿ_©xi msL¨v w`b w`b evo‡Q| GiB g‡a¨ Pvi
nvRv‡ii †ewk wkÿv_©x KvbvWvi wewfbœ wek¦we`¨vj‡q †jLvcov Ki‡Q| msL¨vUv cÖwZeQi
10 †_‡K 15 kZvsk nv‡i evo‡Q| wek¦gv‡bi wkÿve¨e¯’v, DbœZ Rxebgvb Avi cov‡kvbvi
cvkvcvwk Kv‡Ri my‡hvM _vKvq ZiæY wkÿv_©x‡`i AvMÖ‡ni †K›`ªwe›`y‡Z i‡q‡Q †`kwU|
ivRavbx‡Z B›Uvb¨vkbvj Kb‡fbkb wmwU emyÜivq (AvBwmwmwe) PZz_© †kv‡Ki KvbvWv-2018
†UªW A¨vÛ GWz‡Kkb †dqv‡i AskMÖnYKvix I Av‡qvRK‡`i m‡½ K_v e‡j Ggb Z_¨ Rvbv
†M‡Q| KvbvWv-evsjv‡`k †P¤^vi Ae Kgvm© A¨vÛ BÛvwóª Ges XvKvq KvbvWv nvBKwgkb
Av‡qwRZ `yB w`be¨vcx GB †dqvi ïiæ nq iweevi| G‡Z †`wk-we‡`wk 33wU cÖwZôvb
AskMªnY K‡i| mgvcbx w`‡b MZKvj †mvgevi mKvj 10Uv †_‡K ivZ 8Uv ch©šÍ `k©bv_©x‡`i
Rb¨ †Lvjv wQj GB †gjv| GB Av‡qvR‡b KvbvWvi wewfbœ wek¦we`¨vj‡q fZ©x”Qz wkÿv_©x‡`i
Dcw¯’wZ wQj †Pv‡L covi g‡Zv|
†gjvq civgk© wb‡Z Avmv ivRavbxi DËivi B›Uvib¨vkbvj BDwbfvwm©wU Ae weR‡bm
A¨vwMÖKvjPvi A¨vÛ †UK‡bvjwRi (AvBBDweGwU) QvÎ Ry‡qj miKvi Kv‡ji KÉ‡K e‡jb,
we‡k¦i me‡P‡q kvwšÍwcÖq wbivc` †`k¸‡jvi g‡a¨ KvbvWv Ab¨Zg| wek¦gv‡bi †jLvcov I
wkÿv KvwiKzjv‡g ˆewPÎ¨ _vKvq mviv we‡k¦i wkÿv_x©‡`i Rb¨ GwU Abb¨ GK †`k| GLv‡b
†jLvcovi cvkvcvwk Kv‡Ri my‡hvM i‡q‡Q| wZwb Rvbvb D”Pwkÿv‡_© KvbvWvq hvIqvi
cÖ‡qvRbxq cigk© wb‡ZB †gjvq Avmv| GLv‡b GKB m‡½ A‡bK wek¦we`¨vj‡qi ÷j Ges
KvbvWv miKv‡ii Z_¨‡K›`ª _vKvq Zv‡ek mnvqK n‡q‡Q|
KvbvWv nvBKwgk‡bi †UªW Kwgkbvi Kvgvj DwÏb Kv‡ji KÉ‡K e‡jb, KvbvWvi K‡jR
I wek¦we`¨vjq¸‡jv‡Z fwZ© n‡Z Z…Zxq †Kv‡bv c‡ÿi mnvqZvi Lye GKUv cÖ‡qvRb †bB|
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cÖwZôvb¸‡jvi I‡qemvB‡UB Z_¨ †`Iqv
_v‡K| G Qvov óz‡W›U KvDwÝji †Zv
Av‡QB| Zviv `ªæZ †h‡Kv‡bv cÖ‡kœi Reve
†`q| mivmwiB Zv‡`i KvQ †_‡K Z_¨
†bIqvi e¨e¯’v i‡q‡Q| GQvov nvBKwgk‡b
wkÿvwelqK mnvqZv w`‡Z GKRb
Kg©KZ©v _v‡Kb| wZwb Rvbvb, wfmvi Rb¨
evsjv‡`‡ki wkÿv_©x‡`i mivmwi wm½vcy‡i
Av‡e`b Ki‡Z nq| GQvov XvKv, PÆMÖvg
I wm‡j‡U wfmv A¨vwcø‡Kkb †m›Uvi
Av‡Q| mswkøó e¨w³iv Rvbvb, evsjv‡`‡ki
A‡bK †gavex wkÿv_©x fv‡jv fv‡jv wel‡q
KvbvWvq †jLvcov Ki‡Z hv‡”Q| cÖ‡KŠkj
wek¦we`¨vj‡qi A‡bK QvÎI i‡q‡Q|
K¨vj‡Mwi kn‡iB GK nvRv‡ii †ewk
cÖ‡KŠkjx KvR K‡ib evsjv‡k‡`i| Avi Qq
gvm ciB dzjUvBg IqvK© cviwgU †c‡q hvq
G †`‡ki wkÿv_©xiv|
Rvb‡Z PvB‡j ÔKvbvWvi Kvbv‡Wvi K‡jRÕ
-Gi w`wjø Awd‡mi wW‡i±i wiµzU‡g›U
†mvwbqv Uv°vi Kv‡ji KÉ‡K e‡jb,
D”Pwkÿvi Rb¨ we‡k¦i †miv †`k¸‡jvi
g‡a¨ KvbvWv Ab¨Zg| GLvbKvi †jLvcov
A‡bKUv M‡elYvag©x| GLvbKvi wkÿve¨e¯’v
hy³ivóª, hy³ivR¨ I A‡÷ªwjqvi †P‡q
D”Pgv‡bi Ges mvkÖqxI|
†mŠRb¨: Kv‡ji KÉ

Article

Bangladesh:
The Prime Investment
Destination in
South Asia
Bangladesh and Canada both enjoy excellent bilateral relations which
has been growing from strength to strength over the last four decades.
The present Government led by the Hon’ble Prime Minister Sheikh
Hasina considers Canada as an important development partner and
attaches great importance to Bangladesh-Canada relations. Canada’s
trade relations with Bangladesh which presently stands at US$ 1.16
billion (July-Oct 2016-17) has rapidly grown over the last one decade.
Bangladesh has achieved remarkable progress and became a role
model for economic development. According to the World Bank &
IMF (based on current price), Bangladesh is ranked 44th in the world
economy with a Gross National Income per capita (GNI) of 1610 US$
(as of 2017) which makes it a lower-middle income country. RevenueGDP ratio increased from 10.9% to 14.1% with a steady growth rate
over 7% during the last few years. In addition to uplifting the country’s
economic status from an LDC to a middle income one, utilizing its
prior successful experience of implementing MDGs, Bangladesh has
also taken detailed plan of action for achieving the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
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Poised to become an upper middle
income country by 2021 with
policy regime aligned to that goal,
Bangladesh is now considered
as one of the most promising
investment destinations in the
South Asia. Branded by Goldman
Sachs as one in the “next-11 list”
of countries after BRICS (Brazil,
Rusia, India, China and South
Africa), Bangladesh stands at an
early stage of investment boom.
Its strategic location connecting
the blooming region of South
and South-East Asia, expanding
domestic market of 160 million
people with rising per capita
income, brand consciousness and
global presence in terms of export
potential, are now drawing the
attention of the foreign investors
who consider Bangladesh as an
attractive investment location.
In keeping with the prevailing
investment
opportunities
for
attracting FDI, the Government
has
formed
Bangladesh
Investment
Development
Authority (BIDA) as the apex
investment promotion agency
in September 2016. In pursuing
the
dual
core
development
strategy i.e. the national vision
2021 & 2041 and Goals of SDG,
Bangladesh recognizes FDI as
the key instrument. As leading
investment agency of the country,
BIDA delivers necessary investor
services.

Article
Bangladesh offers the most liberal and sound FDI regime in South Asia
and provides fiscal and non-fiscal incentives including the following
provisions:
Almost all sectors (except for securities printing, arms & ammunition,
nuclear power and mechanical forest harvest) are open to private sector
investment with non-discrimination to local and foreign investors and all
FDIs are protected by law.
Allowing 100% foreign equity ownership with opening of all the sectors
for foreign investment without any quantitative restriction.
Remittance of royalty and repatriating of equity and dividend are
allowed.
5-10 years tax holidays for selected sectors, upto 10 years for
infrastructure and 10 years for Economic Zones (EZ).
Accelerated depreciation in lieu of tax holiday, double taxation avoidance
under DTTs and cash incentives on exporting of selected products at a
rate of 5-20% based on the FOB value of the exportable goods for the
investors.
An export Development Fund and an Equity Entrepreneurship Fund-EEF.
One Stop Service centre (OSS) offers services to the investors.

In addition to the conventional sectors such as textile, leather & frozen
food, upcoming sectors with huge growth potential such as agro-based
industry, biotechnology, advance genomics, ICT and engineering also
offer ample opportunities for development. The country also offers
export oriented industrial enclaves with infrastructure facilities and
logistic support for both local and foreign investors. As of now, eight (8)
export processing zones are operating in various parts of the country.
In these enclaves, 566 enterprises have been registered, among which
445 are in implementation stage. The country is also developing its
core infrastructures like roads, highways, surface transport and port
facilities for a better business environment. Besides, government has
recently taken a decision to develop an Economic Corridor in the South
Western part of the country. The work is in progress for fully automated
One Stop Service centre (OSS) which will be functional from next year.
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BIDA is working tirelessly to
create a world class investment
climate in Bangladesh. We have
planned to improve our ranking
in the “Ease of Doing Business”
Index and take it to below 100
by 2021. In fact we have taken
massive reforms initiatives to
achieve 2 digit ranking for 2 digit
growth. In recognition of our
effort to improve our institutions,
policies and relevant factors,
Bangladesh has been ranked 99
out of 137 countries in the Global
Competitiveness Index in 201718, seven steps ahead from
previous year.
Bangladesh
is
moving
fast
towards its destination under
the
strong
leadership
of
Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina
whose Government profoundly
appreciates the contributions
made by foreign investors.
In Bangladesh, investors are
considered partners in progress;
they are accepted, respected and
rewarded for the commendable
roles they play in the growth and
development of country.

Author:
Kazi M. Aminul Islam
Executive Chairman
Bangladesh Investment
Development Authority (BIDA)
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Growing ties with
Canada & Way Forward
Since its inception The Indo-Canadian Business Chamber (ICBC) has
played a pivotal role in promoting business ties between India and
Canada. According to the latest World Bank report, India has moved
up 30 places in the ‘ease of doing business’ index. This is no mean
feat and has put India in the forefront as a business destination for
international companies and foreign investors.
ICBC’s aim is to continue to work towards furthering this achievement
by providing a platform for mutual collaboration, such as the Annual
Convention 2017 in New Delhi. Annual National Convention is the
flagship event where the leaders of the governments of India and
Canada as well as from the industry talk about programs, initiatives,
and challenges thereby creating a policy environment to enable the
industry to fulfil its goals of doing business in these two countries. It is
the ultimate marketplace for discussing the latest and current policies
and reforms introduced by the government, opportunities available
to do business in India and Canada that help industry professionals
to tap these growing opportunities while showcasing their expertise,
products, services and their enterprising, influential and thoughtprovoking thinkers and leaders in India-Canada business space.
On 13th November 2017, ICBC organized its eighth edition of
Convention in partnership with the Ministry of External Affairs, Govt
of India and the High Commission of Canada. The flagship event
under its pivotal theme “Innovation, Entrepreneurship & Digitization”
witnessed the participation of around 150 Canadian companies and
over 300 attendees from Canada, India, Nepal and Bangladesh. The
Convention touched upon current policies, reforms in place, and specific
opportunities in key states of India, strategic advice of doing business
in India, and India’s innovative approaches to develop a competitive
entrepreneurial ecosystem.
ICBC signed a MoU with Canada Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (CanCham) during the Convention. Mr. Masud Rahman,

Nadira Hamid
President, CanCham Bangladesh
and Ms. Nadira Hamid, CEO,
ICBC, signed the MoU and
committed to work towards
the enhancement of bilateral
trade with Canada through
delegation exchange, business
forums and flagship events of
both the Chambers. Through
the means of MoU, ICBC is
striving to progressively increase
meaningful
collaborations
between
Bangladesh,
India
and Canada and to support the
trade and investment initiatives
introduced by the three countries.
ICBC looks forward to facilitating
and furthering trade in the
India-Canada business corridor
along with Bangladesh. For
ICBC, this enables us to create
situations and platforms where
businesses of all scales from
Canada can connect successfully
with companies based in India
as well as Bangladesh. Our
mission is to strengthen bilateral
trade and economic relations
with Canada that gives us the
impetus to ramp up our efforts
to make opportunities that
were historically unimaginable,
possible.
Author:
Nadira Hamid
Chief Executive Officer
Indo-Canadian Business Chamber
(ICBC)
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Message from
Canadian Chamber of
Commerce in Japan
Dear CanCham Bangladesh members
As the Chair of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce in Japan (CCCJ),
I am extremely honored to have this opportunity to share what our
chamber has been engaged in this past year in Japan, one of the largest
economies of the world and closest partners for Canada.
On September 29, 2017, the CCCJ hosted the Canada 150 Maple Leaf
Gala at Tokyo American Club, with honourable guests such as her
Imperial Highness Princess Takamado, His Excellency Ambassador of
Canada to Japan Ian Burney, and chamber members. We celebrated
Canada’s Confederation and our country’s strong ties with Japan. The
CCCJ has long been the key representative of the Canadian business
community in Japan, and will continue to serve our members to drive up
trade, investment, and collaboration between our two countries.
On other notes, we are also looking to launch our 2nd edition of the
Investment Business Guide in 2018. The first edition was published
this March with the support of JETRO Toronto, Embassy of Canada to
Japan, and our sponsors. This bilingual guide serves investors from both
countries as it provides regional information and incentives from both
Canada and Japan, making them easy to read and easy to access. The
infographics and online availability are just some of the great features we
have in this multipurpose guidebook, which also includes a CCCJ members
directory. We hope this will become the primary tool for JETRO and Trade
Commissioners Services regarding inbound and outbound attractions.
The CCCJ will make this guide available online, as well as to members
and participants of the Canada-Japan Chamber Symposium. It ultimately
represents one more example of our chamber efforts in creating a great
environment for bilateral investment and increase of trade.
2017 has been an incredibly busy year for Canada and our chamber. We
welcomed our newest Ambassador to Japan, participated in the CanadaJapan Chamber Symposium in Sendai, officially launched the bilingual
Investment Business Guide, and organized multiple chamber and large
joint-chamber events, including the 150 Speakers Series. On the committee

Neil van Wouw
front, we also established the
Global Diversity Committee and
continued our advocacy push
for a trade agreement between
Canada and Japan. The CSR
Committee raised over 1,200,000
JPY for our CSR fund for projects
such as the Tohoku Youth Project,
now its seventh year of inviting
Tohoku students to work and
live in our community. This is of
course capped off with the Maple
Leaf Gala, where our members
were able to celebrate our whole
year’s work. As we approach the
end of the 2017 calendar year,
we reflect on our contributions
and hard work, and we will use
this momentum to continue to
strengthen and grow our great
community, and through that
community, strength and deepen
the bilateral relationship between
Canada and Japan.
For our fellow members in
Bangladesh, I hope for your
continued support of the Canadian
chamber and I urge stronger
collaboration
between
our
organizations.
Author:
Neil van Wouw
Chair
The Canadian Chamber of
Commerce in Japan (CCCJ)
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The Secrets of
Singapore’s Amazing
Success and Lessons
for Bangladesh
Singapore is truly a surprise package to the world as far as development
is concerned. A tiny island with just an area of 718 square kilometers,
without the blessings of natural resource, the country has the third
highest GDP per capita in the world [in Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)
terms] with an outstanding figure of US $87,855. When Singapore
became an independent country in 1965, its GDP per Capita was
only $500! This country ranked fifth in the globe in the latest Human
Development Index (HDI) with a score of 0.925. One person in 36 in the
country is a millionaire! Singaporeans are known for entrepreneurship.
The US is the only other country in the world with more entrepreneursper-capita.
Singapore after being freed form the British rule, decided to join the
neighboring Federation of Malaya in 1963. This decision was proved
wrong within one year when Malaysia’s constitution granted special
privileges for the ethnic Malay majority. The majority Chinese population
of Singapore was disheartened with this decision and consequently led
to a tragic riot that costed lives of many innocent citizens of the island.
Finally in August 1965, Malaysian parliament voted to expel Singapore
from the federation.
This particular decision of Malaysian parliament, in fact, turned out to
be a blessing in disguise for the Singaporeans!
There are many areas where this small island made tremendous
progress. It has been constantly being ranked as one of the best cities
in the world to live in. It is also highly regarded as one of the safest
places on the planet; hugely respected for its state of the art education
and health system. The list goes on.
Right from the day one, Singapore approached development holistically.
The economic and the social reforms went together. Singapore was
blessed with some extraordinary founding leaders like Lee Kuan Yew, S.
Rajaratnam, and Goh Keng Swee. These visionary leaders from the very
beginning realized that, economic reforms would only be successful if
social reforms and the cultural transformation happens.
No sooner Singapore became an independent nation, the visionary
leaders realized that FDI (foreign direct investment) would be the key
for the economic development. To attract investors, Singapore had to
create an environment that was safe, corruption- free, low in taxation,
and unimpeded by unions. They have very low tariffs and very few
non-tariff barriers. At the same time they focused on improving the
infrastructure particularly in relation to connectivity. Historically the
Singapore port is in a very strategic location - It is at the mouth of
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Sazzadul Hassan
the Malacca Strait, through which
perhaps 40% of world maritime
trade passes. Today it is the largest
and the busiest transshipment
port in the world. Because of
all these efforts Multinational
Companies found Singapore a
natural hub and were encouraged
to expand and prosper.
By 1972, within seven years
of independence, one fourth
of the manufacturing entities
of the country were either
foreign owned or joint-venture
companies. U.S. and Japanese
investors were leading the way.
During that period, country’s GDP
had double-digit growth. Behind
all these success one institution’s
name is worth mentioning here The Economic Development Board
of Singapore (EDB). It played the
pivotal role by bringing in FDI, and
has been a driving force behind
Singapore’s transformation into a
financial hub.
Singapore had a clear vision
which was well supported by
effective strategy right from the
beginning. Their development
journey had passed through
some major phases. During the
period of 1965-1978, they mainly
focused
on
export
oriented
industrialization. In order to do
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Bangladesh has slowly but surely
entered in to the highway of
development.
Many
reputed
organizations are upbeat about
the future potential of the
country. One of the studies
conducted by Goldman Sachs
and famous economist Jim O’Neill
revealed that, Bangladesh would
be one of the largest economies
in the world in 21st century. We
should not take it for granted
that Bangladesh would reach to
its potential automatically. We
will face fierce competition from
some of the other N11 (Next
11) countries like Myanmar,
Indonesia, Philippines, Mexico,

that, they opened up the economy to foreign investors. From 1979 –
1985, industrial restructuring took place. In this period the main thrust
areas were human resources development and automation. Next few
years between 1986-1997 capability building and diversification were
the key priorities. They invested heavily on the development of the
sectors like electronics and chemicals. In the process, quite a few
business and industrial parks were built. They also put significant
efforts on transforming into a financial services hub. From 1998 onward
Singapore is heading towards a knowledge based economy.
Education is considered as the most important factor for the
development in Singapore. Lee Kuan Yew, the longest serving prime
minster commented,” to develop Singapore’s only available natural
resource, its people.” They have an extremely generous scholarship
system which allows the meritorious students to get admitted into the
world’s best educational institutes. To attract talents in to the teaching
profession the starting salaries for the teachers are above the national
median. Moreover, their education system is based on the meritocratic
principal meaning the focus is primarily on identifying and developing
the very best talents and, equally important, directing them toward
public service. Students who get government scholarship are obliged
to serve in the public sector for a minimum of two years for every one
year of study.
Singapore is a great example of establishing inclusive policy on ethnic
groups. Chinese, Malaya and Indians are the major ethnic groups living
in Singapore. They have quite a good number of immigrants from all
across the world as well. Although it’s a small country, they have four
official languages – English, Mandarin, Malaya and Tamil. The reason
for following this policy is to make sure everyone feels included. One
of the founding leaders of Singapore, S. Rajaratnam, said: “In a multiracial society, one soon learns that no one people has a monopoly of
wisdom and that one’s own culture is not without flaws. This breeds not
only tolerance for different viewpoints but also a readiness to learn and
borrow from the accumulated wisdom of other people.”
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Iran and many others. To face the
challenges, number of initiatives
Singapore took are still relevant
for Bangladesh.
Like Singapore, we shall have to
approach development holistically
which means economic and
social reforms should go hand in
hand. Bangladesh at this point of
juncture requires huge capital and
access to technology for which the
critical ask is FDI. It is easier said
than done as many countries in
the world are also trying hard to
attract foreign investors with some
real lucrative offers. Following
Singapore, the areas where we
need to put some real efforts are:
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its effectiveness. We must
pay attention to our talents,
sending them to world best
institutes and at the same
time making sure talents
come back and serve the
nation. Simultaneously, we
have to ensure our academic
institutes become the center of
excellence, the source of supply
of world class professionals.
Competent teachers are the
key in driving quality education
and to ensure that we have to
attract topnotch talents into
teaching profession. As is the
case in Singapore, the salary
of the teachers must be higher
than the market median.
•

Establishing efficient institutions: Bangladesh Investment Development
Authority (BIDA) should follow the suit of Singapore Economic Development
Board (EDB) to attract foreign investments. They need to go extra miles to
reach out to the potential investors, ensuring investment friendly policies,
delivering prompt services to win the confidence of the investors.

•

Best in class infrastructure: The Port of Chittagong has its limited
capacity and not truly geared up to support the future growth.
Geographically we are in a strategic location. By building a world class
port like Singapore, we can also support country like Nepal, Bhutan,
Myanmar, part of China and even eastern India: the seven sisters.

•

Best in class public service:
The professionals who make
policies, enforce those policies,
should be the most talented
ones. Singapore has been
very successful in bringing the
talented students into public
services and thereby benefitted
significantly in terms of bringing
in creative and effective policies,
innovation in ways of workings
etc. We have seen recently
Bangladesh government made
a positive move in improving
the pay terms of public officials.
There is still scope to improve
here so that, meritorious
students feel encouraged to join
public services.

•

Fighting corruption:
Bangladesh has to constantly
put its efforts to ensure
corruption free environment
for the investors.

Besides port, we also have to build world class road communication,
international airport with good connectivity. Bangladesh being a
riverine country, we need to take the advantage of the wider water
network as commodity transportation through river is always cheaper.
•

•

Continuous power supply: Although Bangladesh of late has made
good progress in power generation, still we have to go a long way to
ensure uninterrupted power supply.
Focused approach: The way Singapore initially focused on export
oriented industrialization, we are exactly in the same juncture now.
Readymade Garments (RMG) has been the backbone of our export
since 80’s. In this particular sector we have a solid foundation and we
must try for taking it to next level – from basic items to value adding
fashionable products. Recently, the pharmaceutical sector has shown
its potential to compete at the global level. Leather, agro-processing,
ship-building are few potential areas to focus on.
Bangladesh has been blessed with higher proportion of young
population. Around 30 percent of the total population in Bangladesh
are young (10-24 years). This means that Bangladesh needs to invest
in the human capital of its young people if it wants to reap the benefits
of a large demographic dividend. Important aspects to look into:

•

Education: We have to invest heavily on quality education. The
meritocratic principal being followed by Singapore has proved
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As predicted by PwC, if Bangladesh
really wants to be one of the
28th most powerful economies of
the world by 2030, Singapore’s
amazing success stories would be
of great learnings for us.
Author:
Sazzadul Hassan
Chairman & Managing Director
BASF Bangladesh Ltd.
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Canada’s Asia
Energy Strategy
– Opportunity or
Opportunity Lost?

depleting its domestic fuel reserves
and needs to secure a diverse and
uninterrupted supply to meet its
growing energy needs, spurred by
its burgeoning middle classes.
Beijing cannot be too comfortable
with the fact that its major
suppliers of petroleum are located
in the Middle East, with more
than 50 per cent of total imports
supplied by Saudi Arabia, Oman,
Iraq, Iran, Kuwait, and the United
Arab Emirates.
To put the current state of affair
more succinctly: For its energy
security, Asia needs to diversify its
supply; for our future prosperity
Canada needs to diversify its
energy markets beyond North
America particularly considering
our biggest buyer is already less
dependent on us.

A keynote address by APF Canada President and CEO Stewart Beck to
the “Industry Roadmap: The Future of Canada’s Oil & Gas Industry 2017”
conference in Calgary on January 17, 2017.
Today you are here to explore the importance of innovation,
commercialization and productivity to the future of Canada’s oil and gas
industry. My job is to share my own thoughts on Canada’s future as a key
energy supplier to Asia. And what we need to do to get there.
Notwithstanding the difficult period the oil and gas sector has lived through
the last year, future prospects for the industry given Asia Pacific’s projected
demands are promising.
It’s no secret that Asia needs energy to fuel its spectacular growth. The
region is expected to use half of the world’s energy and contribute up to
44 per cent of global GDP by 2035. BP’s Energy Outlook 2035 predicts that
most of the 60 per cent increase in energy consumption in the Asia Pacific
through 2035 will come from fossil fuels. While coal use is anticipated to
increase 38 per cent by 2035, oil use is expected to jump 41 per cent and
gas almost 100 per cent. Renewables will experience high annual percent
growth as well, but they’ll do so from a relatively small base and make a
minor contribution relative to fossil fuels.
On the face of it, the future looks rosy for Canada’s energy sector.
Just consider this winning symmetry: We possess significant, accessible
crude oil and natural gas energy resources; Asia, meanwhile, is progressively
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And yet, as I look at our
transportation
bottlenecks,
regulatory
strictures,
hijacked
resource development narratives,
and a general lack of decisiveness
on the part of governments and,
yes, even industry, I lament the fact
that we don’t really have an energy
strategy for Asia. If Canada wants
to benefit from Asia’s development
and growth, and remain a relevant
and important energy partner in
Asia, it needs to think strategically
about positioning itself as a longterm provider of energy security to
key partners in the Asia Pacific.
Right
now
Canada
remains
marginalized in many of its
relationships with Asian countries.
Addressing this shortcoming is
growing increasingly urgent, as a
number of our friendly competitors
have already taken important steps
to improve their own strategic and
economic positioning in the region.
Without developing new markets in
the Asia Pacific and the pipelines,
terminals and transport infrastructure
to get our products to these markets
there are no easy guarantees for
Canada’s energy industry.
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I see opportunities, as do we all. But I also see the opportunities we are
going to lose if we don’t change our mindset and think long term and
strategically, and not just respond to every market shift.
There are two big players driving growth and demand for energy in Asia.
From now until 2025, our research shows that China will be the driver;
after 2025, India will be the dominant force behind growth and demand.
China was a net oil exporter until the early 1990s, but it’s now dependent
on imports for over 60% of its oil consumption. With respect to natural gas,
China’s dependence on imports has now reached over 30% of its consumption. Chinese national oil companies first ventured overseas to invest in oil
and gas production more than 20 years ago.
Likewise in India, demand for coal, oil and natural gas is far outpacing
domestic production. According to a Goldman Sachs estimate, India is
spending some US$330,000,000 daily on foreign energy sources. Consider
the country’s growing energy imbalance. In 1990, India imported just
2% of its coal; in 2012, imports made up 16% of domestic consumption.
Jumping to oil: in 1990 India imported 37% of the oil it consumed; by
2012 that number had soared to a staggering 82%. On the natural gas
side, between 2000 and 2012 domestic consumption in India doubled, with
imports growing from zero to 22% of natural gas consumed in the country.
From my experience as High Commissioner to India, it is clear that,
assuming we can get our energy resources to tidewater, Canada can play
a critical, strategic role in India’s energy diversification. The same is true
for China, Japan and Korea. Becoming a strategic energy partner for these
Asian countries opens up a variety of other economic opportunities and
cements our role as a truly Asia Pacific nation.
Today I’d like to discuss our advantages, our challenges, and explore some
tactics we might deploy to realize our potential as the energy powerhouse
to the Asia Pacific.
While we may not be fully positioned for a pivot to the new global centre
of gravity, Canada is widely regarded throughout the Asia-Pacific as
trustworthy and reliable. We are known for our high-quality products.
And for our businesses built on a foundation of political stability and good
governance. And we are renown for our leading-edge knowledge and
expertise, particularly in energy technology and services.
I would argue the timing could not be better for Brand Canada’s star to
rise over Asia.
We’re receiving signals from Ottawa that our current government is reenergized and serious about heightened re-engagement with the Asia
Pacific, particularly in the energy sector. And with the wave of deeply
isolationist anti-trade rhetoric sweeping Europe and the U.S. particularly
in the lead-up to the recent U.S. presidential election Canada is starting to
catch people’s attention in Asia. While many of our international partners
are closing the doors and drawing the drapes, Canada shines on as a nation
of collaborative and engaged free traders.
APF Canada’s 2016 National Opinion Poll shows Canadians are supportive
of trade agreements. And they welcome new opportunities for economic
partnerships in Asia. The TPP may be withering on the vine, but Canadians
support expanding engagement globally through bilateral FTAs and other
trade instruments with partners in Asia.
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Our 2016 NOP shows that 46%
of Canadians support a free trade
agreement with China, up from
36% in 2014. Support for an FTA
is even higher for Japan at 72%
(up from 56%), India at 55% (up
from 38%), and the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations at 54%
support (up from 37%).
But there are still challenges. First
among them is infrastructure. It is
difficult to realize our competitive
advantages including competitive
shipping times and cultivated trade
relationships if we can’t get our
products to tidewater.
Some work has been done, and
some Asia-facing projects are
moving forward. The conditional
federal and provincial approvals
of the Trans Mountain pipeline
from Alberta to Burnaby are
encouraging. The green light for
the Pacific NorthWest LNG plant on
B.C.’s North Coast is another piece
of good news for Canada, provided
our overseas partners opt to push
forward during a downturn in the
market. And I remain hopeful
for the TransCanada Energy East
project on the Atlantic Coast, and
the access it will gain us to the vast
Indian energy market via the Suez.
But critical energy infrastructure
decisions need to be made if we
are to compete globally in the long
term.
Royal Bank of Canada president
and CEO Dave McKay put it best
in his recent op-ed in the Globe
and Mail. “If we don’t take on the
energy infrastructure that we so
clearly need,” he wrote. “The world
will move on, and we would lose
our opportunity to help lead the
global energy transition.”
At a deeper level, there are
persistent
Canadian
attitudes
toward Asia that are hobbling our
global game. While our 2016 NOP
found that optimism informs much
of Canadian views on Asia, there
are some aspects of engagement
with Asia that Canadians continue
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to find disconcerting, particularly
in connection with foreign direct
investment
and
state-owned
enterprises.
While Canadians are relatively
positive on private investment
from Asia, they remain distrustful
of foreign state-owned enterprises
(SOEs) investing in Canada. That
feeling is highest with China (only
11% support investment by Chinese
SOEs in Canada), followed by
Malaysia (13%) and India (20%).
And Canadians overestimate the
extent of Chinese investment in our
country: Canadians estimate that
companies from China own 25%
of all foreign direct investment in
Canada, while the official figure
is closer to 3%. Thankfully, 50%
of Canadians say they would be
open to persuasion on closer cooperation with China if they had
more information.
It is our Foundation’s position
that the federal government
must engage across a range of
core policy issues, and be open
to the development of a mature
relationship with Asia: one that is
nuanced and takes into account
Canadian values and national
interests.
Certainly, among our national
interests is the ability to link our
companies, particularly the SMEs
that form the backbone of our
economy, with potential partners in
Asia. But the roadblocks persist.
Currently,
Canada
only
has
one ratified FTA in Asia: South
Korea. Negotiations on similar
deals with Japan and India have
stalled. In the investment arena,
Canada holds four FIPAs with
Asian economies (Thailand, Hong
Kong, the Philippines, and China).
Australia, meanwhile, holds eight
ratified FTAs and 10 FIPAs in Asia.
This puts us behind the eight-ball.
So, where do we go from here?
Clearly, Canada has the natural
resources and the wide-ranging

expertise and ability to provide
innovative technical solutions to
Asia’s energy security issues.
And Asia is now at the forefront
of
modern
technology
and
innovation, with countries in the
region scrambling to be the most
innovative in the world. In 2015,
the Bloomberg Innovation Index
ranked nine Asian countries or
economies among the top 50 of the
most innovative countries globally.
South Korea came first, followed by
Japan second, Singapore eighth,
and China 22nd.
Forward-looking Asian businesses
and governments are actively
seeking opportunities to learn
from countries like Canada, where
openness, tolerance and good
governance prevail. They want
to establish healthy innovation
ecosystems, learn how to catalyze
entrepreneurship,
and
create
collaborative opportunities with
trusted partners.
To be recognized as a strategic
energy partner in this new dynamic,
Canada must prioritize innovation,
and push to work smarter and
faster in exploration, development,
production, and services that
will come to define the long-term
players in the global economy of
tomorrow.
Ultimately, government and the
private sector in Canada should
commit to establishing global
centres of excellence in energy
research and technology that would
place us at the forefront of energy
research and innovation. This
collaboration would drive forward
our own technological progress and
innovative capacities. And it would
not be a one-way relationship: a
number of countries in the region
have both the financial resources
to help catalyze new ideas, deep
research capacities, and the
experience of scaling ideas up to fit
a wide set of consumers.
Finally, and a key factor, APF
Canada’s research over the past 10
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years indicate that there is a lack
of knowledge among Canadians
regarding countries in Asia, and
that few Canadians have been
to Asia or have been exposed to
Asian business culture. This is
an important barrier preventing
Canadian
companies
from
successfully entering Asian markets
as they lack Asia competent
workers staff that has knowledge
of the local business environment
and culture, and who possess the
relevant language skills.
Ultimately, this lack of ‘Asia
Competence’ reduces our economic
competitiveness. To address this
gap, Canada needs to invest in
young people, supporting programs
for youth to study and work in
Asian countries. Their counterparts
in Australia, New Zealand, and
the U.S. are already taking
advantage of such programs,
benefiting from well-resourced
and well-coordinated, nationalscale initiatives that provide them
with study, research, and work
experience in Asia.
The remarkable rise of Asia
marks one of the defining shifts
of the 21st century. The region is
clearly more vital to our long-term
prosperity than ever before. But
Canada remains at a crossroads.
We possess vast, accessible energy
resources and related expertise.
Asia is a willing and needy
partner. Are we ready to seize the
opportunity, or is it our opportunity
to lose?
Thank you very much.
Author:
Stewart Beck
Published: Jan. 17, 2017
Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada

CanCham Bangladesh in Action

CanCham Bangladesh’s
Celebration of 150th
Anniversary of
Canada’s Confederation

“The Canadian government will soon adopt a progressive trade agenda
to help all segments of society around the world. The progressive trade
agenda will particularly focus on women, indigenous people, youth, and
small and medium businesses, said H. E. Benoit Pieree Laramee while
addressing a function on the 150th anniversary of the Confederation of
Canada at Le Meridien Hotel in Dhaka on 27th April, 2017 organized by
CanCham Bangladesh.

officials from Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and BIDA, representatives
of Diplomatic Missions, Joint
Chambers, Local Chambers and
Associations participated. The
total number of guests was more
than 150.

From left, Masud Rahman, President of CanCham; Benoit-Pierre Laramee, Canadian
High Commissioner in Dhaka; and Abul Hassan Mahmood Ali, Foreign Minister of
Bangladesh pose for photographs on the occasion of the 150th Anniversary of Canada at
Le Meridien Hotel, Dhaka in April, 2017

H. E. Benoit-Pierre Laramee, immediate
past Canadian High Commissioner in
Dhaka was delivering his speech on the
occasion of the 150th Founding Day of
Canada

In 2017, Canada stepped into 150th years of its birth as a Confederation
of Canada. In order to mark the 150th anniversary government of
Canada and different CanChams of Asia organized various events since
the beginning of 2017. The Canadian High Commissions all over the
world also celebrated the 150th anniversary. As a token of friendly
relationship between Bangladesh and Canada, CanCham Bangladesh
also organized a Networking Reception at Le Meridien, Dhaka. The
anniversary event was expected to take bilateral trade and investment
relations between the two friendly countries to a new height.

“It is a pleasure to witness the
significant increase in bilateral
merchandise trade between Canada
and Bangladesh over the past few
years, from less than 600 million
Canadian dollars in 2005 to around
2.4 billion dollars in 2016” Laramee
said adding that, “The rapid growth
in two-way trade between our
two countries has contributed to
Bangladesh’s food security and
economic development and to our
mutual prosperity”.

The Foreign Minister of Bangladesh, Mr. Abul Hassan Mahmood Ali graced
the occasion as the Chief Guest and H. E. Benoit-Peirre Laramee was
the Special Guest. It was a well-attended event in which government
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CanCham Bangladesh in Action

Group Photo Session with the Foreign Minister on the occasion of Celebration of 150
Years of Canada at Le Meridien Hotel in Dhaka in April, 2017

From left, Masud Rahman, President,
CanCham Bangladesh, H. E. Benoit-Pierre
Laramee, immediate past Canadian
High Commissioner in Dhaka, and Abul
Hassan Mahmood Ali, Foreign Minister
of Bangladesh are seen during CanCham
Bangladesh’s Celebration of Canada’s
150thAnniversary of Confederation

He further said that Bangladesh had become the second largest source
of Canadian merchandise imports from South Asia during this period
and many Canadian garment retailers sourced their products from
Bangladesh.
“CanCham Bangladesh believes that trade between the two countries
could increase to US$ 3 billion by 2021” said Masud Rahman, President
CanCham Bangladesh. “For this, Bangladesh should drastically look
for export diversification. Canadian exports to Bangladesh should also
substantially increase to maintain healthy trade balance” Rahman
added. “Bangladesh witnessed over 7 percent GDP growth last year
which presents a considerable opportunity for foreign investment”,
said Rahman, adding that “There is substantial Canadian investment in
Bangladesh. I hope it will increase rapidly as CanCham Bangladesh has
established strong networking with Asia Pacific investors through our
linkage with Asia Pacific CanChams”.
“Our respective Chamber bodies should work closely and exchange more
visits to identify mutually beneficial ventures. Taking this opportunity, I
urge our Canadian friends for more Canadian investment in Bangladesh
and hope that CanCham will also play an enabling role in this regard”,
said Foreign Minister Abul Hassan Mahmood Ali. He added that “Canadian

“The Blues Brothers”, a renowned Bangladeshi band performing in the event of
CanCham Bangladesh’s Celebration of Canada’s 150th Anniversary of Confederation at
Le Meridien Hotel in Dhaka, April, 2017
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H. E. Benoit-Pierre Laramee, immediate
past Canadian High Commissioner in Dhaka
and Abul Hassan Mahmood Ali, Foreign
Minister of Bangladesh are seen shaking
hands during CanCham Bangladesh’s
Celebration of Canada’s 150th Anniversary of
Confederation
entrepreneurs may contribute to
the economic growth of both the
countries by investing in the 100
Special Economic Zones, being
established all over Bangladesh,
especially in power, energy,
transportation, ICT, food and agro
processing sectors”.
In addition, CanCham Bangladesh
dedicated the 12th Issue of
CanCham Review of May, 2017
to the people of Canada in
Celebration of the 150th Years
of Confederation of Canada.
The issue contained a number
of important articles including
the cover story by H. E. Benoit
Pieree Laramee which highlighted
the natural beauty and human
diversity of Canada.

CanCham Bangladesh in Action

3rd Grain Importers’ Meet Up
arranged by CanCham Bangladesh
CanCham Bangladesh organized 3rd Grain Importers Meet Up at Four Points by Sheraton, Gulshan-2, Dhaka on
3rd August, 2017. H.E. Benoît-Pierre Laramée, High Commissioner of Canada participated in the event
as the Chief Guest. Mr. Masud Rahman, President, CanCham Bangladesh chaired the event. A number of
Grain Importers, Bankers, News Media Personalities, Canadian High Commission and CanCham Bangladesh
Members participated in the Meet Up.

A general view of CanCham Bangladesh’s 3rd Grain Importers’ Meet Up, Dhaka, August, 2017
In his welcome address Mr. Masud Rahman, President, CanCham
Bangladesh welcomed the guests and thanked H.E. Benoît Pierre Laramée
for joining the event as the Chief Guest. He stated that the main objectives
of the Meet Up were to review the developments of Grain Imports

CanCham Bangladesh organized 3rd Grain Importers’ Meet Up on 03 August 2017 at
Four Points by Sheraton Dhaka. High Commissioner of Canada in Bangladesh, Benoît
Pierre Laramée attended the Meet Up as Chief Guest (3rd from Left) while CanCham
Bangladesh’s President, Masud Rahman (2nd from Left) chaired the Meet Up.
Mohammad Kamal Uddin, Vice President of CanCham Bangladesh (extreme right) &
Asad Khan, Director of CanCham Bangladesh (extreme left) are also seen in the picture
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of
Bangladesh,
particularly
from Canada and find out
the possibilities of enhancing
agricultural imports from Canada.
He highlighted a few of the findings
of the study prepared for the Meet
Up by CanCham Bangladesh.
Those were high moisture content
in grains, lack of fumigation,
requirement
of
radioactivity
certificate, confirmation need
from banks etc. In spite of these
constraints, he mentioned that the
volume of imports from Canada
was trippled in five years from 1.8
million tonnes in FY 2012-13 to
5.4 million tonnes in FY 2016-17.
Import of wheat was spectacular,
rising by 31.71 percent to 15.49
tonnes in 2016, over the previous
years.
The meeting was moderated by
Mr. Asad Khan, Director, CanCham
Bangladesh.

CanCham Bangladesh in Action

H. E. Benoît Pierre Laramée, immediate past High Commissioner of Canada in Bangladesh
interacting with Kazi Zahedul Hasan, Managing Director, Kazi Farms Limited (2nd from
right); Sayem Ahmed, Chairman, Dutch Bangla Bank Limited (3rd from right) along with
other dignitaries during CanCham Bangladesh’s 3rd Grain Importers’ Meet Up

During the Meet Up, a study on “Grain Imports in Bangladesh: Canadian
Grains Perspective”, prepared by CanCham Bangladesh and sponsored
by the High Commission of Canada, was presented by Reeds Consulting
Bangladesh Ltd. The study pointed out the main issues, elaborated
them and gave recommendations earmarking the concerned authorities
and stakeholders to redress them. The issues discussed were related
to moisture content, fumigation, foreign particles, radio activity, G 2 G
trade, Business development, Soybean potentials, Lentils and yellow
peas, product communication, commercial support and knowledge Bank.
During the general discussion the importers, exporters, trade body
leaders, bankers and traders took the floor and expressed their concerns,
comments and recommendations. Which are give n below:
Dr. M. Abdur Razzak, Chief Operating Officer, GETCO Agro Vision Ltd.
He previously worked as former Director General of BRRI. He mentioned
that he was engaged in wheat research for several years. He praised
the quality of wheat of Canada which has 12% protein content. He
requested the Canadian High Commissioner to continue technical
cooperation program in Bangladesh so that Wheat and Maize variety
may be improved getting research findings of Canada.
Mr Shahan Shah Azad, Chief Operating Officer, Banga Millers (Pran
Group) Limited
He raised the Issue of Foreign Bank confirmation and cited an example
that they had experienced difficulties with a Canadian Company, paying
a certain percentage in advance to import the product from Canada. He
added that if the product was imported directly without foreign bank
confirmation that would have been beneficial for both the them.
Mr. Abdus Shukur, Head of Project, Bashundhara Food and
Beverage Industries Ltd:
As importer of Canadian Wheat he raised the issue of high moisture
content in wheat which is dampened and its quality deteriorates after
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arrival. They found difficulties and
incur lose for this. He requested
that Canadian exporters should
look into the moisture issue and
redress the same. He expressed
concern that recently wheat
production is lesser in Canada.
He also urged to provide the
certificate of fumigation for custom
clearance, a technical requirement
of Bangladesh. He also mentioned
that wheat price increased from
$60 to $70 in Canada whereas
in Russia and Australia price
increased by $10 to $15. The rate
is not affordable in Bangladesh. He
inquired about the reason for such
price increase and requested to
make it more affordable.
Mr. Eazaz Mohammed, Director,
CanCham Bangladesh:
He mentioned that although
the price of Canadian Wheat is
high, but its quality is good. He
expected that Canadian grains
in Bangladesh would create a
better market as its economy
is growing and consumers like
Canadian Wheat. There is a
good opportunity to increase
mutual trade by export of lots of
Garments to Canada and import
of lots of Grains from there.
Mr. Kazi Zahedul Hasan, Managing
Director, Kazi Farms Limited As a
producer of poultry-feed, he expressed
his interest to import corn from
Canada. He expressed his desire to
build better relationship with Canadian
exporters with the assistance of High
Commission of Canada.
Mr. Mohammad Mustafa Hyder,
Director, T.K. Group of Industries :
He said that recently their engineer
applied for Canadian visa to go to
Canada for purchase of machinery
but could not get it. He requested
Canadian High Commission to look
into this problem and make visa
for businessmen easier to increase
mutual trade.

CanCham Bangladesh in Action
metric tonnes. Bangladesh would
like to import crude Soybean oil
rather than seeds as it has capacity
to process 5,000 metric tonnes of
crude. There is demand of good
crude soybean oil in Bangladesh.
Canada may like to exploit the
potentials for exporting crude oil
to meet the need of Bangladeshi
processing mills.

H. E. Benoît Pierre Laramée, immediate past High Commissioner of Canada in Bangladesh
(centre), Masud Rahman, President (2nd from left); Mohammad Kamal Uddin, Vice
President (2nd from right); Asad Khan and Ali Bakhtiar Mahmud, Directors of CanCham
Bangladesh are seen during CanCham Bangladesh’s 3rd Grain Importers Meet Up

Mr. Sayem Ahmed, Chairman, Dutch Bangla Bank Limited
He stated that demand for import of cotton in Bangladesh is vast.
Textile sectors import raw materials from abroad. Canada may capture
the market of cotton in Bangladesh. He also opined that Bank to Bank
cooperation would reduce cost and increase mutual trade.
Md. Rashidul Ahasun, Chief Marketing Officer, Bashundhara Food
and Beverage Industries Ltd.
A new entrant in edible oil business and a leading importer, he stated
that Canada produces soybean and canola seeds amounting to 6 million

Kamal Uddin, Trade Commissioner of High Commission of Canada, Dhaka
(right) responding to others in general discussion in 3rd Grain Importers’
Meet Up. Md. Hasan, Director (left) and Forhad Uddin, Executive Director of
City Group of Companies (centre) are also seen
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Mr. M. Ehsanul Haque, Former
Managing Director
Mercantile Bank Ltd.
He pointed out that transportation
is a challenging job for import of
grains from Canada to Bangladesh.
He suggested that there are great
potentials for trade in two sectors,
one is IT and the other is fresh
vegetables. The government and
businessmen of the two countries
may look at these potentialities.
At the end of the general
discussion, H.E. the immediate
past
High
Commissioner
of
Canada took the floor. Terming
Bangladesh as a very important
market, he stated that the
bilateral
merchandise
trade
between Canada and Bangladesh
jumped from C $ 600 million in
2005 to about C $ 2.4 billion in
2016 adding that Canada’s export
to Bangladesh was worth C $ 771
million in 2016, of which 85% was
agricultural products. He further
stated that new technologies are
helping increase yield and improve
the temperature and drought
resistance capacity of agricultural
crops, and mitigate land use
changes in Canada. He indicated
that Bangladesh can certainly
benefit
from
the
Canadian
advancement and can learn from
their vast experience. He also
observed that the discussion as
well as the background study was
quite useful and congratulated
CanCham
Bangladesh
for
holding the Meet Up. He further
assured that he would look at the
recommendations very seriously.

CanCham Bangladesh in Action

3rd Joint Chambers
Meet Up in Association
with Bangladesh Investment
Development Authority (BIDA)
Canada Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce & Industry (CanCham
Bangladesh) organized its 3rd Joint Chambers Meet Up in association with
Bangladesh Investment Development Authority (BIDA) on 8th October
2017 in a local hotel in Gulshan 2, Dhaka. Kazi M. Aminul Islam, The
Executive Chairman, BIDA and Chief Guest chaired the event. Mr. Shafiul
Islam (Mohiuddin), President, Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of
Commerce & Industry (FBCCI) was Special Guest. High Commissioners/
Ambassadors and Representatives of different foreign missions,
Presidents/Vice Presidents of Joint Chambers of Bangladesh, Vice
President and Directors of CanCham Bangladesh, Managing Directors/
CEOs of different multinational companies including Grameenphone Ltd.,
Coca Cola Bangladesh, Nestle Bangladesh, among others, were present
on the occasion. Salahuddin Kasem Khan, President, Japan Bangladesh
Chamber of Commerce & Industry (JBCCI) moderated the program.

Kazi M. Aminul Islam, Executive Chairman, BIDA & Chief Guest (Right);
Salahuddin Kasem Khan, President, Japan Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce
& Industry (JBCCI) (Left) and Masud Rahman, President, CanCham Bangladesh
(Centre) are seen at the CanCham Bangladesh’s 3rd Joint Chambers Meet Up
organized in association with BIDA.

In his Address of Welcome, Masud Rahman, President of CanCham
Bangladesh welcomed all the guests and thanked them for their presence.
He highlighted the importance of networking among the Joint Chambers
to strengthen cooperation among themselves, foreign missions,
BIDA and concerned government agencies for creating a favorable
investment climate in the country. He pointed out that Bangladesh
needs additional Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) of about US$ 7 billion
annually to achieve the UN-mandated Sustainable Development Goals
(SDG) by 2030 and to become a Middle Income Country by 2021. He
also stated that Joint Chambers can play a vital role to attract FDI and
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give a big push for expansion of
trade and investment between
Bangladesh and foreign countries.
He submitted fourteen (14) points
recommendations for removal of
infrastructure bottlenecks and
creation of a favorable investment
climate and stressed on the need
for their implementation. Some
of them are: a full fledged One
Stop Web-based Service Centre
of BIDA, empowering BIDA by
legislation to give permission from
a single window, establishment of
special economic zones, supply of
quality and uninterrupted power
to industries, creating a Start
Up Stock Exchange/Innovative
City/ICT Hub, connecting whole
country by Broad Band Internet,
developing need-based and skilled
human resources, establishing
State of the Art Airports, Sea
Ports and Roads and Highways,
connecting Dhaka with Chittagong
and Cox’s Bazaar by Super High
Way, developing Tourism spots
and tourism centric infrastructure
in the country.
The Guest Speaker Mr. Sazzadul
Hassan,
Managing
Director,
Syngenta
Bangladesh
Ltd.
presented a paper on “The Secrets
of Singapore’s Amazing Success
and Lessons for Bangladesh”
during the event. He pointed out
that visionary leadership, corruption
free government, quality education,
highly skilled manpower and State
of Art infrastructure were the
main elements for quick economic
development of Singapore, raising
per capita income from US$ 500
in 1965 to US$ 52,961 in constant
prices and US$ 87,851 GDP in PPP.
During the general discussion
participants/business
leaders
actively
participated.
Their
discussion, in short, as follows:
Stéphane
Nordé,
managing
director of Nestlé Bangladesh
Ltd. said, “Running business in this
country is not simple. We have to
be pragmatic. We need roads and
ports. Special economic zones will
help businesses”

CanCham Bangladesh in Action

Nuria Lopez, President, Spain Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce & Industry (left) speaking
in general discussion session of CanCham Bangladesh’s 3rd Joint Chambers Meet Up Tawfiq
Ali, President, Bangladesh German Chamber of Commerce & Industry (2nd from left) and
Michael Foley, CEO, Gameenphone Ltd. (3rd from left) are also seen

Shadab Ahmed Khan, Managing
Director, Coca-Cola Bangladesh
Limited (left) talking during CanCham
Bangladesh’s 3rd Joint Chambers’
Meet Up; Stephane Norde, Managing
Director, Nestle Bangladesh Limited
(centre) and H. E. Ms. Sidsel Bleken,
Ambassador, Royal Norwegian
Embassy are also seen in the picture.

Nuria Lopez, president of Spain-Bangladesh Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, said, “Bangladesh is not really following the open policy like
Singapore. Doing business in Bangladesh is very difficult. It costs $4,000 to
send a container of goods to the EU from Bangladesh whereas the cost is
$2,000 from Myanmar.”
Shadab Ahmed Khan, managing director of Coca-Cola Bangladesh
said, “The supply situation of gas did not improve. However, the government
has been imposing more taxes on a small bunch of compliant companies
without expanding the base of taxation”.
Md. Shafiul Islam (Mohiuddin), President of the Federation of
Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry said, “Stable
regulatory and policy support from the government for the growth of
business is necessary”. About the VAT Act-2012, he opined that the country
should not implement it without conducting any study and assessment of its
impact on the economy.
Kazi M. Aminul Islam, Chairman, BIDA, thanked CanCham Bangladesh
for organizing the important Meet Up. He gave the update of BIDA activities
for creating a right business climate to attract FDI. He stated that 10 percent
growth of GDP is possible if reforms in the required areas are done adding that
draft laws for these have been submitted to the Ministry. He added that One
Stop Service Act of BIDA will be placed in the next session of Parliament. He also
agreed that Bangladesh has many things to learn from innovative Singapore and
would like to introduce the best practices in Bangladesh. He added that innovation
is the name of the game for quick development. He further stated that BIDA will

A general view of CanCham Bangladesh’s 3rd Joint Chambers’ Meet Up, October, 2017
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Naquib Khan (center) President,
Switzerland Bangladesh Chamber of
Commerce & Industry is speaking at
the event, Engr. Rashed Maksud Khan
(extreme left), Former President,
Bangladesh Philippines Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (BPCCI) &
Asad Khan (extreme right), Managing
Director of Prime Finance and
Investment Limited are also seen

recruit private sector professionals to
make it more private sector friendly.
He urged CanCham Bangladesh to
play a pivotal role to attract foreign
investors who will come not only with
money but also with knowledge and
modern technology. He appreciated
the contribution of private sector
in Bangladesh’s telecommunication
development and the revolutionary
role of mobile telephones. He
stressed that we have to keep pace
with others and run faster. Urging
upon the private sector to keep BIDA
engaged and help it by raising issues
to help them in turn. BIDA Chairman
assured all out cooperation from BIDA
and stated that it would welcome any
initiative from the Joint Chambers in
future.

CanCham Bangladesh in Action

CanCham Bangladesh Bids
Farewell to H.E. BenoîtPierre Laramée, High
Commissioner of Canada
CanCham Bangladesh hosted a Farewell Reception to bid farewell
and convey heartfelt thanks to the High Commissioner of Canada in
Bangladesh H.E. Benoit Pierre Laramee and Mrs. Christiane Giroux
for their valuable contribution in the expansion and strengthening
of bilateral trade and investment between Canada and Bangladesh.
On 12th August, 2017 at a local hotel in Dhaka. In his address, Mr.
Masud Rahman, President, CanCham Bangladesh stated that they
have come to Bangladesh in early 2015 and made relentless efforts
to raise trade and investment cooperation to a new height adding that
the High Commissioner has achieved a remarkable success. CanCham
Bangladesh had also made its best endeavor to cooperate with the
Canadian High Commission in achieving the common goal of increasing
trade and investment.

H.E. Benoit-Pierre Laramee, High Commissioner of Canada to Bangladesh presenting
150 Years Canada Official Coat Pin to Mr. Masud Rahman, President, CanCham
Bangladesh (centre). Mrs. Christiane Giroux (left) is also seen in the picture

He further mentioned that during the High Commissioner’s tenure in
Bangladesh, CanCham Bangladesh organized a number of events: (1)
Showcase Canada 2015: Honorable Minister of Commerce, Mr. Tofail
Ahmed inaugurated the Showcase Canada 2015 organized by CanCham
Bangladesh in association with the High Commission of Canada. During
the event, three dimensional activities took place - exhibition, seminars
and B2B meetings; (2) Grain Importers’ Meet Up: 1st Grain Importers’
Meet Up: The Meet Up was held in Chittagong on 14 December 2015.
The Canadian High Commissioner was present; (3) 2nd Grain Importers’
Meet Up: The Meet Up was hosted by CanCham Bangladesh in January
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H.E. Benoit-Pierre Laramee, immediate
past High Commissioner of Canada to
Bangladesh delivering his speech at
his Farewell Reception,organized by
CanCham Bangladesh

2016. Leading Grain Importers
and bankers participated and
highlighted various issues. A
survey report identifying the
issues
was
also
presented
during the event. H.E. Benoit
Pierre Laramee was present and
appreciated the strong networking
among exporters, importers and
bankers during the event; (4)
3rd Grain Importers’ Meet Up:
The Meet Up was organized by
CanCham Bangladesh on 3rd
August 2017 where Canadian
High
Commissioner
was
present. A research study was
presented during the Meet Up.
It identified the current issues
involved in importing grains from
Canada, among other things;
(5) Joint Cambers’ Meet-UP:
The 1st Joint Chambers’ MeetUp was organized by CanCham
Bangladesh in association with
BoI on 17th September, 2015. Dr.
S. A. Samad, the then Executive
Chairman of BoI chaired the MeetUp as Chief Guest and assured full
cooperation of Board of Investment
(BoI) and delineated the facilities
and incentives for investment and
called upon the joint Chambers’
leaders to invest in Bangladesh
including Joint Ventures and
the 2nd Joint Chambers’ MeetUp was organized by CanCham
Bangladesh in association with
BoI on 25th February, 2016; (6)
Canadian
Alumni
Networking
Reception: The 1st Canadian
Alumni Network Reception 2015

CanCham Bangladesh in Action

H.E. Benoit-Pierre Laramee, immediate past High Commissioner of Canada to Bangladesh
(holding flower bucket); Mrs. Christiane Giroux (left of H.E.); Masud Rahman, President CanCham
Bangladesh (right of H.E); Mahbubur Rahman, President, International Chamber of Commerce,
Bangladesh (right of Masud Rahman); Aftab Ul Islam, Executive Member, International Chamber
of Commerce (4th from right); Rupali Chowdhury, President, Foreign Investors’ Chamber of
Commerce & Industry - FICCI (extreme right) along with other VIPs during Farewell Reception of
Canadian High Commissioner to Bangladesh, organized by CanCham Bangladesh

was jointly hosted by CanCham Bangladesh and High Commission of
Canada on 7th December, 2015, the 2nd Canadian Alumni Networking
Reception 2016 was jointly hosted by CanCham Bangladesh and Canadian
High Commission on November 28, 2016. Alumni from different Canadian
Institutes joined the event and shared their experiences about studying
in Canada and the 3rd Canadian Alumni Networking Reception 2017 was
organized by High Commission of Canada in honor of the New Board of
Directors of CanCham Bangladesh and Canadian Alumni in Bangladesh on
6th February, 2017; (7) Celebration of the Achievement of $ 2 billion in
Bilateral Trade of Bangladesh and Canada in 2015: CanCham Bangladesh
and Dhaka Chambers of Commerce and Industry (DCCI) jointly organized
a Luncheon Meeting in DCCI to celebrate the achievement of $ 2 billion
dollar mark in Canada Bangladesh bilateral trade. The total bilateral
trade was $2.4 billion in 2014-15, export being $1.48 billion and import
$ 900.12 million.

H.E. the High Commissioner
was present in the event. During
the meeting, entrepreneurs and
diplomats predicted that the
volume of trade would cross $3
billion by 2020; (8) Celebrating
150 years Canada: Celebrating 150
years of Diversity: As a token of the
vibrant relationship with Canada,
CanCham Bangladesh dedicated
its May 2017 issue of `CanCham
Review’ to the people of Canada for
the celebration. The issue contained
many important articles regarding
trade and investment of Canada
in Asia including one Article by
the Canadian High Commissioner
in
Bangladesh,
entitled
‘Canada’s 150th Anniversary of
Confederation’. Honorable Foreign
Minister of Bangladesh Mr. Abul
Hassan Mahmood Ali MP was the
Chief Guest during the event; (9)
Francophone Economic Event:
The
Francophone
Economic
Event a part of Francophone
Week was hosted by three
Francophone Chambers-CanCham
Bangladesh, France Bangladesh
and Switzerland Bangladesh on
20 March, 2016 at Le Meridien.
Seminar
on
‘Trade
between
Bangladesh
and
Francophonie
Countries: Opportunities and Way
Forward’ was held on celebrating
the Francophone Economic Event.
As a result of these events, among
other things, the bilateral trade
between Bangladesh and Canada
was boosted to 2.4 billion in 2016.
Specially the import of wheat
increased by 31.71 percent from
11.76 lac tonnes in 2015 to 15.49
lac tonnes in 2016.

H.E. Benoit-Pierre Laramee, immediate past High Commissioner of Canada to
Bangladesh (centre); Masud Rahman, President (2nd from left); Mohammad
Kamal Uddin, Vice President (2nd from right); Ali Bakhtiar Mahmud (extreme
right) and Eazaz Mohammed, Directors of CanCham Bangladesh (extreme left)
are seen during Farewell Reception of H. E., organized by CanCham Bangladesh.
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During
the
event
President,
CanCham Bangladesh thanked The
High Commissioner for his all-out
support and cooperation to achieve
the common goal. As a token
of appreciation, he presented
a memento to H. E. and Mrs.
Christiane Giroux.

CanCham Bangladesh in Action

Farewell Luncheon Meeting
in Honour of Ms. Abida Islam,
Director General (Americas)
MOFA and Ambassador
Designate of Bangladesh to
Republic of Korea

CanCham Bangladesh President, Masud
Rahman presenting Traditional “Nakshi
Katha” to Ms. Abida Islam

General networking during Farewell
Reception

CanCham Bangladesh hosted a Farewell Luncheon Meeting in honour of
Ms. Abida Islam, Director General (Americas),Ministry of Foreign Affairs on
the eve of her departure as the Ambassador Designate of Bangladesh to
Republic of Korea.
President, CanCham Bangladesh Mr. Masud Rahman, welcomed all in the
Luncheon Meeting and thanked Ms. Abida Islam for her very valuable
contribution in promoting trade and investment cooperation between
Bangladesh and Canada, as the Director General (Americas) adding that
she was an excellent supporter of CanCham Bangladesh. He also mentioned
a few of the memorable events in which Ms. Abida Islam extended her
unstinted support to CanCham Bangladesh:

Masud Rahman, President, CanCham
Bangladesh (left), Aftabul Islam,
Former President of Dhaka Chamber
of Commerce & Industry and Former
President AmCham Bangladesh
(centre) and Jahangir Saadat,
President, Korean Export Processing
Zone, Youngone Corporation
Bangladesh (right) are seen

(1) Hon’ble Foreign Minister of
Bangladesh
Mr.
Abul
Hassan
Mahmood Ali, MP was the Chief Guest
in the grand event of “Canada’s 150
Years’ Celebration of Confederation”,
organized by CanCham Bangladesh
in 2017. Ms. Islam as the Director
General (Americas), helped organize
the event successfully. (2) She
extended all out support to CanCham
Bangladesh to enhance bilateral
economic relations with Canada from
time to time. (3) She cooperated and
supported CanCham Bangladesh’s
“Francophone Economic Event” which
focused on Trade and Investment
enhancement among Bangladesh
and Francophone Countries. The
event was jointly organized by
CanCham Bangladesh with support
of French Bangladesh Chamber
of Commerce & Industry and
Switzerland Bangladesh Chamber of
Commerce & Industry. During the
event, a seminar on “Trade between
Bangladesh
and
Francophone
Countries: Opportunities and Way
Forward” was held in March, 2016.
He heartily congratulated her and
wished her full success in the new
assignment. He also presented a
memento to her as a token of regards
and appreciation of her support.

A general view of Farewell Reception
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CanCham Bangladesh President
Signs a MoU with Indo-Canadian
Business Chamber
Masud Rahman, President of CanCham Bangladesh joined the ICBC National
Convention 2017 at the invitation of Indo-Canadian Business Chamber
(ICBC) on November 13 in New Delhi. This important event gave an unique
opportunity to know about the trade and economic policies of India and
Canada which would help CanCham Bangladesh to promote bilateral trade
and investment relations in the days ahead.

Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) in Bangladesh, CanCham
Bangladesh expects that the
bilateral trade between the two
countries would reach Canadian
dollar 3 billion by 2021.

The occasion also offered a rare opportunity to sign a MOU between
CanCham Bangladesh and ICBC. This provides a great platform
to network and form business alliances with Canadian and Indian
companies to promote trade and investment.

During the event he informed
that CanCham Bangladesh would
organize the Showcase Canada
(Trade and Education Fair) on 6-7
May, 2018. The main objective of
this event is to showcase Canadian
products and services in Bangladesh
and vice versa, and to promote
Canadian educational services and
facilities in Bangladesh.

CanCham Bangladesh, since its inception in 2005, has been working closely
with the Canadian High Commission in Bangladesh. It is one of the top 20
countries of focus for the Government of Canada’s Development Program.
CanCham Bangladesh has always exerted efforts to continuously enhance
trade and investment between Bangladesh and Canada.
In 2016, the two-way trade between Canada and Bangladesh reached C $
2.40 billion from C $ 600 million in 2005. In view of the growing consumer
market and requirements for infrastructure development for achieving

He invited ICBC and Canadian
Companies to join these events.

Masud Rahman, President, CanCham Bangladesh (2nd from left); Nadira Hamid, CEO, Indo-Canadian Business Chamber (ICBC) (2ndfrom
right), Sanjeev Mittal, President, Indo-Canadian Business Chamber (ICBC) (extreme right) and Arun Pandeya, Country Head, Air Canada
(extreme left) are seen during MoU Signing Ceremony between Indo-Canadian Business Chamber (ICBC) and CanCham Bangladesh
at “ICBC Annual National Convention 2017” on 13th November, 2017 in Delhi.
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President, CanCham Bangladesh,
participated at the “Canada India
Technology Summit, 2017”

Masud Rahman, President, CanCham Bangladesh (left) met Hon’ble François-Philippe Champagne, Minister of International Trade, Government of
Canada during “Canada – India Tech Summit 2017” in New Delhi, India

President, CanCham Bangladesh, Masud Rahman attended the dinner

hoped that the Convention would

reception hosted by H. E. the High Commissioner of Canada to India on

facilitate enhancement of bilateral

the eve of the Canada India Technology Summit and on the occasion

trade and investment cooperation

of the visit of Honorable Minister of Innovation Science and Economic

between Canada and India in

Development, Navdeep Singh Bains MP; Minister of Transport, Honourable

the days ahead. He also stated

Marc Garneau and Minister of International Trade of Canada, Honourable

the

François-Philippe Champagne.

and valuable discussions of the

useful

keynote

speeches

convention were illuminating. The
President, CanCham Bangladesh, participated in the ICBC Annual

knowledge and information would

National Convention 2017 held in New Delhi, on 13th Nov, 2017

be useful for further strengthening

Masud Rahman, President CanCham Bangladesh participated at the ICBC

Bangladesh’s trade and investment

Annual National Convention 2017, organized by Indo–Canadian Business

relations with Canada and India.

Chamber (ICBC) in New Delhi on 13th November, 2017. He congratulated
ICBC for holding the important convention in a befitting manner. He
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President, CanCham Bangladesh Joined as
Special Guest at the University of Toronto
Alumni & Friends Reception
Mr. Masud Rahamn, President, CanCham Bangladesh joined the
University of Toronto Alumni & Friends Reception held in Dhaka on 22
November, 2017 as Special Guest. During the event he congratulated
the organizers of 2nd University of Toronto Alumni & Friends Reception
2017 and thanked them for giving him the opportunity to be present
as the Special Guest.
On behalf of CanCham Bangladesh, he introduced the Chamber to the
gathering first. He added that since its inception in 2005, CanCham
Bangladesh has been working relentlessly to expand bilateral trade,
investment and educational cooperation between Bangladesh and
Canada. He mentioned that meanwhile CanCham Bangladesh emerged
as one of the most active Joint Chambers of Bangladesh adding that the
vision and mission of the Chamber is to accelerate economic prosperity
of Canada and Bangladesh through trade, investment and human
resource development. Its mission is to serve the business community of
Canada and Bangladesh for promoting trade and Investment. The main
objectives are to promote two way trade, collect business and technology
information and provide them to business community, explore new areas of
investment and encourage establishment of joint ventures in Canada and
Bangladesh. He also pointed out some of the achievements. For example
according to Bangladesh Bank statistics, exports from Bangladesh to
Canada increased from US$407 million in 2005-2006 to US$1,100 million
in FY 2013-2014, almost a threefold increase in 8 years. On the other
hand, imports from Canada to Bangladesh increased from US$80 million
in FY 2005-2006 to US$765 million in FY 2014-2015, more than ninefold
increase in 9 years. One of the main reasons for rapid increase in trade

General networking during “2nd University of Toronto Alumni & Friends
Reception 2017
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is the duty free and quota free
market access facility granted by
Canada to Bangladesh, as a Least
Developed Country (LDC). The
RMG industry of Bangladesh could
exploit this facility and increased
its export to Canada. In 2015
Bangladesh’s export of textiles and
clothing to Canada increased to C
$ 1.47 billion from C $ 1.22 billion
in 2014. Import from Canada also
increased simultaneously. As a
result, Canada Bangladesh trade
crossed the C $ 2 billion mark in
2015 and businesses have been
expecting the two way trade to
reach C $ 3 billion by the end of
2021. The main items of export
are readymade garments and
those of import are wheat, serials
and other food items including
edible oil and oil seeds.
President CanCham Bangladesh
expressed his happiness that after
completing education in Canada
many alumni have returned to
Bangladesh and have been helping
Bangladesh to move forward with
their expertise. He also mentioned
that CanCham Bangladesh has a longterm plan to work with Bangladeshis
(Diasporas) residing in Canada. The
Diasporas could be instrumental
for rapid economic development of
Bangladesh. Bangladesh could be
a positive destination for them for
doing business.
He
also
wished
that
the
cohesiveness of Canadian Alumni
will be further strengthened in
the days ahead and CanCham
Bangladesh will extend all possible
cooperation including sharing of
mutual database with them.

CanCham Bangladesh in Action

CanCham Bangladesh President Attended
“4th CABC Business Forum”, Singapore,
March 21-22, 2018
François-Philippe Champagne MP,
Minister of International Trade of
Canada was one of the speakers.
The event was organized to
advance Canada ASEAN trade
interests and provide strategic
opportunities for Governments,
investors
and
businessmen.
Wayne C. Farmer, President CABC
Forum was one of the organizers
of the event.

CanCham Bangladesh President Masud Rahman (left) with the Honourable François-Philippe
Champagne MP, Minister of International Trade, Canada at 4th CABC Business Forum, Singapore on
21-22 March, 2018

CanCham Bangladesh President attended the 4th CABC Business Forum,
held on March 21-22, 2018 at Shangri-La Hotel in Singapore organised
by Canada asean Business Council (CABC). The Forum brought together
large number of leaders from the public and private sectors of Canada
and South East Asia. The event discussed some important current topics
and provided networking opportunities.
The main topics were: (i) “Women’s Leadership – Transforming Business”
and (ii) “Canada and ASEAN – Accelerating Partnership”. The Honourable
President CanCham Bangladesh Masud
Rahman (left) with Wayne C. Farmer, President
Canada asean Business Council (CABC) at 4th
CABC Business Forum, Singapore on
21-22 March, 2018

President CanCham Bangladesh
attended the networking reception
at the Shangri-La Hotel. He took
the opportunity to connect with
the major decision makers of
Canada-ASEAN economic corridor.
During the networking, insightful
keynote addresses from renowned
business people and Government
Leaders was presented.
Masud Rahman, President, CanCham Bangladesh (left) met Hon’ble Jean James Charest, PC,
former Premier of Quebec, former Deputy Prime Minister of Canada at 4th CABC Business Forum,
Singapore on 21-22 March, 2018
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Newsflash

Canada Launches Two Initiatives to Ensure Responsible
Business Conduct Abroad
Minister of International Trade
François-Philippe
Champagne
today
announced
two
new
initiatives to strengthen Canada’s
approach to responsible business
conduct for Canadian companies
doing business and operating
abroad. The first is the creation
of an independent Canadian
Ombudsperson for Responsible
Enterprise (CORE), the first of its
kind in the world. The CORE will
investigate allegations of human

rights abuses linked to Canadian
corporate activity abroad, and will
seek to assist wherever possible in
collaboratively resolving disputes
or conflicts between impacted
communities
and
Canadian
companies. It will be empowered
to
independently
investigate,
report, recommend remedy, and
monitor its implementation, and
will be initially focusing on the
mining, oil and gas, and garment
sectors, with the expectation to

President of Bangladesh Abdul
Hamid expressed hope that the
existing trade relations with
Canada would deepen further.
According to a UNB report,
he spoke about his optimism
when outgoing Canadian High
Commissioner in Dhaka BenoitPierre Lramee made a farewell
call on him at Bangabhaban.
During the meeting, President

Hamid expressed his satisfaction
over
the
existing
bilateral
relations between Bangladesh
and Canada, saying the ties are
getting bolstered day by day. The
President’s Press Secretary Joynal
Abedin briefed reporters after
the meeting. President Hamid
hoped that the bilateral trade and
investment relations between the
two countries will expand further

Beximco Pharmaceuticals Limited
recently
announced
that
it
had commenced the export of
Olopatadine, an ophthalmic product
for treating the symptoms of eye
allergy, to Canada. This follows the
approval of Olopatadine (0.1 per

cent solution) by Health Canada
during the last financial year and
is the first time a pharmaceutical
product from Bangladesh has been
launched in this North American
country. According to IMS data, the
current market size for Olopatadine

expand within a year to other
business sectors. The second
initiative is the creation of a
multi-stakeholder Advisory Body
to advise the Government and
the CORE on responsible business
conduct abroad.
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Trade ties with Canada to grow further: President
in the days to come. Greeting the
Canadian envoy for completing his
tenure in Bangladesh successfully,
the
President
recalled
the
contributions of the people and
the government of Canada to
Bangladesh’s Liberation War in
1971. He said Canada is a tested
friend of Bangladesh and is also an
important development partner.
Source: The Financial Express Aug,14, 2017

Beximco Pharma commences export to Canada

eye drops (including all strengths)
in Canada is $14 million. The
first consignment was delivered
Saturday.
Source: The Financial Express, Sept 18, 17

Bangladesh is open for business

Japanese companies have invested over $20 billion in ASEAN nations. It is Bangladesh’s turn now
It is welcome news that the number
of Japanese companies working in
Bangladesh has more than tripled
since 2008.
With major companies like Honda
Motor Co, Rohto Pharmaceutical
Co, and Ajinomoto Co looking
to Bangladesh for our promising
domestic market, our economy will
no doubt get a boost, along with an
increase in job prospects.
The move is an indicator that
Bangladesh is becoming an attractive
destination for foreign companies,
with rising labour costs in China
giving us a competitive edge.

With larger companies expanding with
the hopes that the domestic market
will grow, Bangladesh can surely take
advantage of such a circumstance —
our GDP has already doubled over the
past five years, to that end.
Bangladesh must signal to the world
that we are the place to invest,
and foreign companies are always
welcome here. With a median age of
26.3 and a population of nearly 160
million, Bangladesh has a sizeable,
job-hungry youth population.
The fact that Japanese investors are
keen on doing business here also
shows the strength of the relationship
the two nations share, and our
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ability to be an attractive place
for investment even in the face of
tragedies like the Holey Artisan attack
last year.
Bangladesh must now become a place
that other countries feel confident
about in terms of business, and this
means reducing the various barriers
to investment.
Japanese companies have invested
over $20 billion in ASEAN nations.
It is Bangladesh’s turn now — with
a large market and relatively cheap
labour, we can offer what other
countries can’t.
Source: The Financial Express, Sept 28,17

PRIME ISLAMI LIFE
INSURANCE LIMITED
achievement of

16 years

Our Attractive Products

Islami Endowment Plan (Hajj Bima)
Assurance Cum pension and Medical Benefit Plan
Three payment Endowment Assurance Plan
Prime Islami deposit Pension Scheme
Five payment Endowment Assurance Plan
Group term Assurance Plan
Group Endowment Assurance Plans
Multiple Benefits Life Assurance Plan
Child Protection Assurance Plan
Premium Back Term Assurance Plan

Ensure your
financial stability
Prime Islami Life Insurance
is along with you

Single Payment Endowment Assurance Plan
Couple Assurance Plan
Kalyan Bima (Two-Payment Deposit Pension Scheme)
Gift Assurance Plan
Biennial Payment Assurance Plan
Amar Priya Bima
Premium Back Group Assurance Plan
Multi single Premium Multipay Plan
Single Premium Savings Policy
Double payment Single Premium Saving Policy
Karmajibi Kalyan Bima –(Group term Insurance)
Four Payments Anticipated Endowment Assurance Plan
Three Payments Anticipated Endowment Assurance Plan

www.primeislamilifebd.com

www.facebook.com/pililbd

